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GREETINGS FROM THE IGO PRESIDENT
I would like to extend my sincere thanks to the Igorot Global Organization (IGO) members for electing me
as a member of the Council of Elders (COE) and to the Council for their trust and confidence in me as IGO
President.
I wish to personally thank Mr. Ray Baguilat for his exemplary leadership and numerous accomplishments as
my predecessor. Ray has paved the way for new opportunities and new directions for the IGO. The new COE
is very thankful to have you as an advisor.
There is renewed enthusiasm in the IGO. The recently concluded 7th International Igorot Conference (IIC7)
in Banaue has brought together representatives from Cordillera organizations around the world and in the
Philippines. We came together and celebrated our culture and discussed our future. We introduced our children to our indigenous ways. We left strengthened in our conviction to preserve our culture and overcome the
obstacles that undermine our goals.
I am excited to work with all of you in confronting these challenges and I look forward to collaborating with
other organizations around the world in our common bond to serve the needs of our people.
Respectfully Yours,
Ceasar Castro
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nothing but view them with awe and wonder. The
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THE NEED FOR A CLEAR VISION
By
Rt. Rev’d. Alexander Arsay-Wandag, Sr.

7th Igorot International Consultation
Theme: Nurturing our Culture and Resources to
Chart and Secure our Destiny.
Banaue Hotel, Banaue, Ifugao, Philippines
April 12-15, 2008
First of all, this must be a very important event – something that you hold dear in your hearts to bring you to travel half
the globe. This is a very good sign – it means you recognize the
pivotal role played by the Igorot Global Organization.
At the outset, let me pay tribute to all Igorot Global
Organization officers and members, both international and the
national fronts under the leadership of Mr. Ray Baguilat, President for international, and the headship of Mr. Juan B. Ngalob,
President, for the national.

best of your selves in pursuit of cherished goals for you and
your folks back home.

I also acknowledge the presence of our political leaders: Hon. Teddy Baguilat Jr., Governor, Hon. Solomon Chungalao, Representative of the Lone District of Ifugao, members
of the Sanguniang Panlalawigan, all Mayors and Sanguniang
Bayan, Barangay Officials, government agencies, ethno groups,
civic organizations and individuals whose effort have made this
consultative conference possible.

We honor you today for joining the exodus of Filipinos in the search of the land flowing with milk and honey that
which is called by many names: the “Filipino diaspora”, to the
activists “modern day refugees”, to the government “modern
day heroes”. The phenomenon of the diaspora is double edged,
somebody loses, somebody gains. To put it constructively, you
have not left your old ato/ dap-ay/ dappoan, in my Madukayong culture, we say, You have not
The banner headleft “Sey dallipong” to abandon the
line of this occasion is 7th The challenge we put before you will conhome, but rather to expand your
Igorot International Consul- front your personal comforts as you comfort
selfhood, for as the nations you
tation. At this stage, I wish to
serve take, this nation takes back
state that figuratively, if, this the aﬄicted.
and so that is why you’re here in
is what this conference is all
Banaue! But of course your country
about, then, we are looking for a round table – the round table
of origin paid the highest price. Some think that this phenomof King Arthur and his Knights when they, too, were pursuing
enon is threatening. Indeed, it is! Our communities paid the
a dream, searching for a vision – for the IGO, a vision of a Corhighest sacrifice and continue to do so. All over the world, our
dillera Society embracing all ethno groups who aspire for that
thousands of skilled nurses pamper patients not their people,
illusive dream of prosperity with the hope that linking together
our doctors heal the same (faceless peoples), our lawyers atas one big family, will be the instrument that will bring us there.
tend order in the parking lots, our teachers nurture kids not their
And so, whether a table is round, triangle or oblong, definitely,
own, our sailors staff commercial ships of shipping magnates,
it is a round table we are really in, because we are all seeking
our engineers turn turbines of Arab States, our theologians sorts
the fulfillment of our vision and the aspiration of every single
mails in federal postal services as hundreds of thousands of our
Cordilleran.
women keep house for a million of homes worldwide.
It is certainly most fitting that on this occasion we pay
respect to our brothers and sisters of the Igorot Global Organization. While this gathering is a consultative agenda, we acknowledge it to have a profound meaning and its beginnings
may go far back than we can tell. Your beginnings, be it when
you left the country or when you began the organization or
when you began supporting projects in Igorot land, that certainly involved generosity and the decision to give it the very

Leaving Cordillera land might not have been your
choice, but coming back to join us is a choice – you have come
back to your roots even if for a while only, to share your talents,
your insights, your good fortune and above all, to say thank you
to Cordillera for you will always be a Cordilleran.
Today, you, having led responsible and productive
lives and feeling fulfilled, you, our balikbayan brothers and sis-
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ters, do us a great favor. You have shown that anybody who has
the courage and the willingness to strive hard can succeed at
what ever endeavor you focus your mind on. The path you have
taken, because you are a few, is referred to by Robert Frost in
his poem, “The Road Less Traveled By.”

spectives on the areas we will tackle, then and only can we be
on the right path.
I am sure that this is the right forum for a series of
round table discussions. To typify the word round, allow me
to propose some topics for consideration as you stated in your
invitation that the basis of the honor afforded me as keynote
speaker, is my “wide experience and expertise in regard the
concerns of the Igorot”.

That path of excellence is unappealing to second raters. The rugged road you took is rough and tough because traversing it required dedication, sacrifice, patience, commitment
and deliberate
I’ve ministered long with them and
efforts to go up To help our people become more relevant to
continue to do so as their pastor today.
the ladder, and
because at every prevailing needs and in the development pro- I have been their listener for close to two
decades and a participant as well in their
turn, you made cess, let us help prepare them for the future.
various quests. As listener, I’ve taken the
choices
that
role of proactive and reactive agent. Among
committed you
several sentiments, I wish to present and which I have listened
to the attainment of more difficult goals as you carried added
too often from the grassroots and among the affluent are at least
responsibilities. It is the “via dolorosa” to the men and women
five topics of concern which I recommend should be tackled
of the cloth who too joined the diaspora. The example of “you”
during the consultation hours.
is itself a model of every Cordilleran.
We have often looked up to every balikbayan to be
These are
committed to a path; you know that your destiny is tied up to
our folks at home, our folks’ destiny is not a matter of chance;
1) Development of our Own Languages and Education Sysyour choice to offer them that possibility to making better their
tems;
lot is a decision that rests upon your good will, just as it is their
choice to make the best of what you can extend them.
2) Cultural Heritage and its Recognition and Sustainability;
Your problems and challenges abroad are as much as
3) Control of Ancestral Lands/ Domains and Territories;
ours here… The challenge we put before you will confront your
personal comforts as you comfort the afflicted. There are two
4) Cultural Resources Rights; and
alternatives you can pick from; join the “ania garud” group or
the “torokta ampey” of Maducayan or the “Ine toto-an baw es
5) Equal Protection and Non-Discrimination of IPs for Cultural
sa” of the kankanai or “nangamong hi gorman” of Ifugao and
Integrity.
the second choice is a disciplined filled life of the dedicated and
determined handful – to be the rudder of a wandering ship at
sea. In fact, many of our educated young people are beneficia1. Development of our own Languages and Education Sysries of foreign dollars earned by our dedicated Filipinos.
tems.
Every individual in this hall has actually begun this
The promotion and development of our own languagquest of commitment to discipline and excellence. And that is
es and indigenizing our educational system in order to preserve
why you’re here in a consultative agenda. Nations like Japan
our oral traditions and literature, culture, arts and world views
and South Korea rose from the ravages of war and the squalor
is all too important!
and stink of poverty have relied heavily on the commitments
and dedication of their citizens to build a haven from the ashes
Of Languages.
of the Second World War. As we know they have more than succeeded. To help our people become more relevant to prevailing
Multicultural education is not achieved by the mere
needs and in the development process, let us help prepare them
presence of ethnically or linguistically diverse students in a
for the future. In this respect, education is the indispensable tool
school. The nature of learning, the topic of discussion and soin the attainment of individual visions, be it formal, informal
cial interaction this perspective suggests can serve as the guidand non formal.
ing principle for a multicultural curriculum focused on cultural
empowerment. Used to its fullest potential, multicultural eduI am also very happy to note that the conveners of
cation can be not only an important vehicle for cross cultural
the 7th International Consultative Agenda had from the outset,
understanding among students but critically, it is important in
spelled out consultation as its core, for its meaning to me is that,
achieving equity for a greater diversity of our students within
every individual’s opinion in this conference matter. Be that as
an Indigenous People’s society.
it may, we are doing everything together from the start. Let us
then involve at this point the experts, the dreamers, the visionarWhen we use our languages in the curriculum, our own
ies, the educators, the planners, the economists, the politicians
people can express themselves in writing, they have a means
and all those who can give us gainful insights and better per-
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of achieving fulfillment and self identification. In addition, we
will find our folks contributing to the preservation of our cultural values by putting their stories and traditions into written
forms.

Educating our Cordillera minority children is a major
concern of Cordillera Stakeholders. For many of these children,
school is not a successful experience. 35% leave school not
completing fourth grade. Confronted with this dismal reality,
members of the Igorot Global Organization are challenged to
Using our languages in written form makes our people
do something different. As an organization, initiate change in
aware on how to mainteaching methods, adopt a new curricula to fit
tain good health, hythe environs of our people, redirect the mode
giene and prevention The magnificence of the “8th Wonder of of instruction and help in outsourcing support
of disease through fli- the World” is an indicator of our people’s for this new direction. For through this organiers printed in his own
we can be a voice who must seriously
capacity to live in balance with nature zation,
language rather than
engage in today’s educational reform efforts.
in a language that has and, to an artistic birthright.
As I speak, there are four house bills sitting in
no affects to him. He
Congress today, three house bills advocating
gains confidence and
an all English mode of instruction and one bill
courage, for at his disposal, he can read the laws concerning his
advocating an all Tagalog/Filipino mode of instruction. How
rights, he can collect people’s folklores, folk medicine, farm
can we be a voice to suggest an alternative whereby our lanmethods and if he wishes, share information on agricultural
guage and culture is part of the curriculum?
technologies such as fishponds, chicken and hog raising.
2. Cultural Heritage and its recognition and sustainability
Our students from linguistically and culturally diverse
families are often defined by a feature they share, a lack of EngChoosing Banaue as venue for this occasion signifies
lish speech and a lack of Tagalog or Filipino speech. How can
a proud testament to the ingenuity of the Ifugao Rice Terraces
our schools in the Cordillera cope with the mode of instruction
Culture. This artistry is shared by other linguistic groups of the
delivered in two languages, English and Filipino, which they
Cordillera.
cannot speak and cannot understand? Should we maintain the
existing model of education developed by this country which is
The magnificence of the “8th Wonder of the World”
based on Tagalog/Filipino speaking environment and on a more
is an indicator of our people’s capacity to live in balance with
sophisticated level, the Filipino/ English speaking children?
nature and, to an artistic birthright. It cannot deserve less as this
ancient rice terraces in Ifugao has been pronounced
Of Education.
in 1995 by UNESCO as “The World Heritage Site.”
The Cordilleran culture is the top root These terraces are located at Batad and Bangaan,
Basic edu- that reaches deep to sustain the stems Banaue, at Nagacadan in Kiangan and at Mayoyao
cation is the ten and foliage of creativity of social ideas. Central. A Second Pronouncement of UNESCO
years of schoolis the Hudhud of the Ifugaos considered to be the
ing of a child from
“Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of
Grade I to high school. The assumption is that basic education
Humanity” declared in 2001. I will not feel inferior to mention
should provide the Filipino citizen with tools for a productive
today that Natonin, Mt. Province Rice Terraces, where I come
and useful life in a competitive society and competition is tide
from, has been cited as the “Most Expansive Rice Terraces of
up to who speaks good English. Well said!
the Philippines” declared by the Buereau of Soils Survey in
1972 conducted by the Bureau of Soils and Water Management.
The vision of education in 1995 was for the country to
Looking at these terraces, one wonders at the unmatched skill
hit 75% mean score in all tests administered by year 2000 and
and wisdom of their indigenous builders. For today, these teryet in the last elementary achievement test for 2006, mastery
races still function as they did, when they were freshly built,
level was only 14.4%, near mastery was 46.5% and low masthousand of years ago!
tery was 39.1%, and topping it all is a dropout of 35% in grade
IV.
The Igorots through the centuries have had no voice,
they, living outside the eco-social mainstream of Philippine SoThis is a dismal reality. And who suffers most but our
ciety. Today, some cultural traditions and indigenous values are
own minority groups? The problems are complex but I can cite
as much threatened with extinction as our endangered flora and
a few of them. Teachers lack books and materials and resources
fauna. Only lately has the Arts served as the forum which has
with which to teach; teachers often work with curricula and
given a voice to our marginalized Igorots. In fact, such as our
programs which were prepared for Tagalog speaking children;
music and dances, the Panagbenga of the Benguet, Lang-ay of
and the most basic of all these problems is that the medium
the iBontok, Gotad of the Tuwali Ifugaos, Imbayah of Banaue,
of instruction to teach these subjects are English and Filpino
Ullalim of Kalinga, Arya of Abra helped articulate our peoples’
– languages not spoken and comprehended by our children of
dream and aspirations, their hopes and their needs. The Cordilthe rural areas. Because of the language problem, pupils with
leran culture is the top root that reaches deep to sustain the
otherwise great potential drop out of school!
stems and foliage of creativity of social ideas.
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Language is one of the extremely important and positive elements of a culture since it constitutes a means of communication as well as reflecting all aspects of a culture. In fact,
the expression of a culture is funneled into a vessel… this vessel is language. Language is the key trait for the preservation
of group unity and sense of identity for the individual. If we
consider preserving and propagating our oral cultural heritage,
therefore, our languages ought to be considered worthy to be
used in education for through it, the written word contributes
to the preservation of all repertoires relative to the culture of
our own people. When our languages are used for communication and self expression, this written literature contributes to the
group’s expectation and to our own personal dignity and self
esteem.
3. Control of Ancestral Lands, Domains and Territories
Economic structures that have been built by IPs, the
like of their rice fields, corn lands, their forests, the Ifugao
muyongs, the Maducayan tarun, the Balangao pinuchu and
pudchok, and other cultural territories of CAR IPs and their
way of life should be sustained and encouraged to be preserved
as they participate freely on an equal basis in the economic and
social structures and political development of this country.
When development comes to their areas, their plights
are ignored in favor of what government says is development.
One specific example is the case of Didipio. The IPs have
been deprived of their rice fields in favor of a “beautiful road”
as stated by the Oxiana now Royalco Mining company. Our
IPs however claims they have no need of a “good road” they
have need of the rice fields and corn lands to sustain their basic
needs.

4. Cultural Resources Rights
There is protection against exploitation of IPs intellectual and cultural property, traditional knowledge about farming, environment, medicinal plants rights and ceremonies and
oral and written folklores and dances.
In decades past, Cordillerans, notably the Ifugaos, have
been hosts to researchers, national and international. In some
cases, as per observation, these researchers earned graduate degrees via the hospitality of these ethno groups. Great scholars
normally acknowledge host families or host towns relative to
their researches, sadly, many of these researchers have not been
generous to put even just a line to recognize the services of our
people. We must put a stop to this form of exploitation!
The protection of indigenous knowledge, practices
and resources is the essential prerequisite for any partnership
with any entity based on justice and equality. We are hoping
that through the voice of the Igorot Global Organization, we
ought to plead that the law on Cultural Resources Rights and
be viewed as a fundamental instrument for linking cultural-educational-environmental protection rights to the extent that the
existence of the former guarantees the latter. As from observation, the transfer of knowledge (history, medicinal plants) and
practices like buni, baki, kanyao, and other rites, arts (carvings,
music, dances, games) has actually led to degradation, to perversion or even just destroy their resources.

Furthermore, the know-how relating to the sustainable management of crafts, biodiversity, agricultural and food
products (inasinan, bayas, baya, tapuy), medicines and any
traditional environmental manageThe Igorot Global Organization Consul- ment techniques developed by the
tation Agenda accentuates the significance Cordilleran should be considered
full fledged inventions and the fruit
of bonding together all ethno groups in the of scientific processes. They must be
Cordillera to adopt an action in order to have considered intellectual properties of
community that produced them,
a voice in CAR and ultimately a voice in the the
hence legally protected to constitute
nation.
a major source of benefits and revenue for those concerned.

IPs must have
unhampered access to
their lands and natural resources particularly in the
light of the fundamental
right to their ancestral
domain lands and natural
resources as for example,
the potential minerals as
Coal, copper, Chromites,
manganese, gold mines located in CAR and Region 2, areas
incidentally occupied by the IPs. Developing these reserves
must involve our people and its development must be sensitive
to their culture. Data furnished by NCIP states that there are
only 25 ancestral domains delineated and awarded to the whole
of Cordillera: Benguet (10), Abra (6), Ifugao (1), Mt. Province
(3), Kalinga (3), Apayao (1) and Baguio (1). There are just 25
ancestral domains approved. Are these the only ancestral domains in Car? Lack of funds seems to be the reason hampering
the delineation of ancestral domain. Very surprising indeed as
funding seems not a problem with the anti-terror war in Mindanao and agricultural fertilizer for the rice farms in metro manila blamed on a certain Joc2. This must be the mother of all
jokes. Perhaps IGO might want to adopt ancestral domains and
source the needed funding for the delineation.
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I have not brought up these topics because of its many
implications, but because it should provide us new food for
thought and proposals that seek a more adequate approach to
the issues. It is time that we draft a mechanism for our own
protection as we face entrants of outsiders coming to our communities.
5. Equal Protection and Non-discrimination of IPs for Cultural
Integrity.
Indigenous cultural communities otherwise known as
Indigenous Peoples are those who resisted colonial rule, foreign domination and westernization. They have retained their
own cultures, traditions and customary laws. Today in most
cases, their rights as indigenous people’s have been violated if

not outright ignored as cultural sentimentalism and anti-development.
In the declaration of principles and state policies on
social justice and human rights in the equal protection laws of
the constitution of the RP and the charter of the UN and the
universal declaration of human rights, the state shall with due
recognition of their distinct characteristics and identity accord
to the members of the IPs, the rights, protection and privileges
enjoyed by the rest of the citizenry (Sec. 21, RA no. 8371).
How? By virtue of their topography, living in the interiors of mountains, hillsides and forests make them vulnerable to all types of neglect and of abuses. Isn’t it human rights
violation that they are denied amenities enjoyed by the majority
group such as electricity, cyber education, basic infrastructures
as all weather roads (not trails) and the worst of it is the harassment into their lands?
In this century, prejudice among our foreign and our majority brothers persists. It is not demeaning to be an IP, however,
being human we feel that unintended snide remarks erode our
self-esteem. “The truth is that we had all been born of an accident. I have not chosen to be born of IP parents and neither
were my parents chose the area where they have been born.” It
is ironical that in this cyber age and with the advancement of
travel and communication which practically made the world a
small village, not much happened or is happening for the inhabitants of this small global village to know and respect each other. The “bowing bowing pretty Igorot girl”19, tag is detrimental
to would be brilliant IP lady writers whose papers and books
are not appreciated (save for their being pretty Igorot girl) and
worst downgraded simply because of the tag. Other reference
to the igorot by foreign chronicle as well as by our majority
brothers as: “animals who are advance”20, uncivilized people,
headhunters, dreadful religious rituals, dog eating predators,
vagrant beggars roaming the streets of Baguio and Manila, man
very sick and spitting blood yet laughing and happy, Padi ti
Igorot or simbaan ti Igorot, still persist. We too discriminate
our fellow ethno groups in the cordillera, sometimes for reasons
we think we are more superior than the others. What with the:
“ine iPidlisanka ay adi men-am-ames, (you are an iPidlisan who
does not care to take a bath), Ilagud ka ay anak di buso, (you are
from the east child of an enemy), Ikalingaka nga agpatpatay ti
tao (you are an Ikalingga who enjoys killing people), iBengnget
nga Shaymango (very shy iBenguet), Ifuntok nga Werwer or
Ifabfey ka tet-ewa, Ipugao ka nga agtuptupra dara rumugit iti
balay ken kalsada (Ifugaos spit blood and makes the houses and
roads dirty) and sometimes we also discriminate our Majority
brothers: Iloko nga sadut awan ammona (Ilokano is lazy and
knows nothing), iVisaya nga goropa (Visayans are vampires).
The best that an IP can do is to preserve dignity and self respect, accept the circumstance and make the best of it instead of
brooding and being bitter. The majority group on the other hand
must see this point and accept us for what we are. Sadly, that’s
not the way it works… we are still perceived as lower class citizens. The IP have fundamental rights to have access to opportunities in the manner that the majority groups have, and given
such openings, the IP is as smart and as poised as her majority

counterpart. All Filipinos share intellectual rights and duties as
peoples who are entitled to the same measure designed to enable them to become partners in the pursuit of national building
and common welfare.
Recommendation and Conclusions.
Here are the recommendations or plans of actions I want to
present if this Consultative Assembly pleases.
1.
Creation of a Council of Indigenous Cultural Communities who can advise the President’s Office on Policies Affecting the IPs of CAR in consultation with NCIP and PA for
Cordillera in all areas of concern;
2.
Establishment of Ethnic Studies on Languages and
Cultures in each local college or university in CAR to be the
centers of activities for the IPs;
3.
Holding of a series of seminars to be spearheaded by
Congressional Houses or Governors’ Offices or Mayors’ Offices on IPs concerns; and
4.

Information drives on IPs concerns and aspirations.

These certainly are very high targets, but as a dreamer, might as
well we aim at the top so that when our arrows fail to sour the
skies hopefully shall land at the middle.
The Igorot Global Organization Consultation Agenda accentuates the significance of bonding together all ethno
groups in the Cordillera to adopt an action in order to have a
voice in CAR and ultimately a voice in the nation. This should
be the challenge of the 7th International Consultation Agenda,
to make us listen and to think more carefully about our region,
about the tribe where each of us trace our roots and to also include therein, the geographical places that we occupy. By opening our minds to fresh insights on the concerns of our people,
the Igorot Global Organization will make us more responsive
denizens of our subgroups and of the Global Cordillera Community and will help win for all, a more progressive and dynamic future not only for ourselves but for our own people.
God bless you.

Rt. Rev’d. Alexander Arsay-Wandag, Sr.
in younger days
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REVERSING THE VANISHING OF OUR CULTURE:
INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE TRANSMISSION PROJECTS
By Governor Teodoro B. Baguilat, Jr.

With more Ifugaos getting educated and influences of
MTV, Hollywood and materialistic lifestyle of tourists, the lure
of leaving the mountains and settling in the city or overseas
consumes many young Ifugaos.
Traditionalists in the church preach that age-old religious rituals of the forefathers were pagan. Older Ifugao generations continue to practice the rituals but the young shun them
to avoid embarrassment.
Governor, Province of Ifugao
Igorot International Consultation (IIC)-7
Banaue, Ifugao April 12-15, 2008
The Ifugao rice terrace is a product of the ingenuity
of our ancestors. From the heavily forested slopes, they carved
out multi-leveled terraces for rice cultivation and created a network of irrigation from forest water resources. From the terraces sprung the culture and tradition of the people.
The terraces were included in the inscribed heritage
sites of UNESCO in 1995 as a living cultural landscape but due
to its gradual deterioration brought about by human and natural
factors it was added in the World Heritage List in Danger in December 2001. The fading away of the rich indigenous knowledge of the Ifugaos came along with the physical destruction of
the terraces.
Indigenous knowledge is the sum of all traditional
skills, laws, philosophy, rituals, livelihood, sciences and technologies that a tribe possesses. For Ifugaos, indigenous knowledge transcends all facets of life and is handed down from generation to generation.
Examples are our organic farming and forest management techniques, the native songs, dances and other performing arts, the rites of the mumbaki and rituals associated with
the agricultural cycle, the weaving skills of our women and the
woodcraft mastery of the men and the world-renowned expertise of rice-paddy farming and terracing.
However, in the past half-century, Ifugaos have gradually adopted modern ways. While the indigenous culture remains a strong influence in the community, modernization is
already dominating many aspects of Ifugao life. This is more
prevalent among the young generations who have adopted lowland and foreign culture.
Ironically, the trends of development — the influx of
tourism, better access to mass media, Christianization, education and government programs - have contributed to the changing cultural norms of Ifugaos.

Government programs introduced modern agricultural
methods that replaced the traditional rice varieties and organic
farm systems with high-yielding crops and chemical agriculture.
While we struggle to restore the terrace walls and repair the irrigation systems, the growing alienation of the young
to their traditional culture presents a far more sinister threat to
the World-famous rice terraces. The question is who will stay
behind to continue maintaining the rice terraces?
RESPONSE OF THE IFUGAOS TO THE CHALLENGES
Establishment of a cultural heritage office
In 2002, when the National Government abolished the
Banaue Rice terraces Task Force as part of its rationalization
scheme, the Provincial Government of Ifugao took over prime
responsibility in running the conservation and management
program for the Terraces and established the Ifugao Rice Terraces Task Office (IRTCHO).
Later renamed Ifugao Cultural Heritage Office (ICHO),
ICHO spearheads the coordination and management of the restoration and preservation of the tangible and intangible heritage
of the Ifugao as contained in the Ifugao Rice Terraces Master
plan crafted in 2003-2004. Among its major programs are the
restoration of the collapsed terrace walls, community watershed
enrichment, land use and zoning, research on indigenous culture, policy recommendation, eco-tourism promotions, integration of culture subjects in the school curriculum and advocacy.
In the Adopt-A-Terrace program, ICHO was able to
come up with a list of identified priority sites, rice terraces
owners or beneficiaries, estimates of damages in volume, area
and restoration cost. To further strengthen the involvement of
the community in the terraces preservation program a Rice Terraces Owners Peoples Organization was organized in Bangaan,
Banaue.
continued page 14
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IIC7 Nights

Officers of the Igorot Global Organization
President
CEO
Vice-President
CFO
Secretary
Treasurer
PRO

2008 - 2010
Council of Elders
Australia
Australia
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Guam
Philippines
Philippines
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Canada
Youth
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Melchora Chin
Evelyn Padua
Bart Alatan
Ceasar Castro
Narie Kinao
Milton Mestito
Tony Gomowad
Rosalynda Callagan
Dan Peckley
Mia Abeya
John Dyte
Diman Felipe
Lynn Macalingay
Gloria Simon
Jeffson Gonzalo

Ceasar Castro
Rosalynda Callagan
Bart Alatan
Mia Abeya
Evelyn Padua
Ron Sagudan
John Dyte
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ICHO also conducted workshops with school administrators and teachers. The workshop had the following outputs:

• Leveling off on the principles and objectives of
•
•
•
•

the IK Transfer Program
Process of integration in the school curriculum
Identified subjects of IK integration
Schedule for follow-up workshops for syllabi
making with IK focal point teachers
Commitment of strengthening the Hudhud
IK transfer among elementary pupils

Promotion and transmission of the Hudhud chants
One of the major intangible cultural masterpieces of
the Ifugaos is the epic chant hudhud, an oral masterpiece of
the world as enshrined by the UNESCO. A UNESCO funded program that aimed to ensure the proper preservation and
transmission of the Hudhud coursed through the National Commission for Culture and the Arts (NCCA) in partnership with
the Provincial Government and the Department of Education,
Ifugao Division was able to establish 19 Hudhud Schools for
Living Traditions (SLTs) in the municipalities of Asipulo, Kiangan, Hingyon, Hungduan, and Lagawe. These municipalities
have been identified of practicing hudhud. An output of this
program is the annual conduct of the Hudhud Festival showcasing different hudhud chants of the aforementioned municipalities with the hudhud pupils themselves as the performers. The
1st Hudhud Festival was participated by 500 hudhud pupils and
documented by no less Kidlat Tahimik, an international film
maker.
In addition to the 19 SLTs, a Hudhud Perpetual Award
was launched in June 23, 2006 during the 40th Ifugao Founding Anniversary to further encourage and inspire the people to
revive their interest in the age old hudhud tradition. Hudhud
competitions are currently being promoted to entice the stakeholders to research on existing hudhud chants in their respective
areas. A cash incentive is given to the winning municipality in
the Hudhud Chanting Competition. The cash though may only
be used to fund a short-term project for the safeguarding and
promotion of other domains of the intangible cultural heritage
that needs equal attention.
To sustain the promotion for hudhud and other intangible masterpieces such as the alim and the baltung, a Provincial Council on Cultural Heritage was recently created to work
in close coordination with the Ifugao Cultural Heritage Office
(ICHO). The council is tasked to analyze and formulate policies
under the guidance of the NCCA and oversee the implementation of projects to safeguard and transmit the Hudhud chants of
Ifugao. The council is also responsible in protecting the integrity and sanctity of the various intangible heritage following the
Intellectual Property Rights and other pertinent laws.
Transmission of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) to the younger
generations

Mainstreaming the vanishing indigenous knowledge in Ifugao, being an important tool in sustainable development, is
the advocacy of the Nurturing Indigenous Knowledge Experts (NIKE) project of the Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement (SITMo) currently funded by the National Federation of
UNESCO Association in Japan (NFUAJ). SITMo is one of
the most steadfast advocates for indigenous knowledge preservation. It highlights its practicality and relevance in maintaining ecological balance.
The NIKE project is being implemented in partnership with the Provincial Government and other concerned
private entities. A survey by the NIKE Team during the project’s Phase 1 revealed that Mayoyao has a dwindling number
of skilled workers on native house building, stone tiling and
stone terrace construction. Hungduan, on the other hand, surfaced to have numerous maintained watersheds while Kiangan has sustained production of the traditional Tinawon rice
variety. These became the bases for the implementation of the
project’s Phase 2 at the establishment of an indigenous knowledge pilot school at the Ifugao State College of Agriculture
and Forestry (ISCAF). At least three elders from each of the
mentioned towns were hired to teach indigenous knowledge
(IK) to 14 sponsored IK students. Modules, lesson plans, and
indigenous knowledge teaching strategies were drawn from
the researches, and experiences of the indigenous knowledge
holders themselves. The outputs of the pilot school will be
utilized in the implementation of the project’s Phase 3, the
integration of indigenous knowledge in the school curricula.
WHAT WE CAN STILL DO…....
Ifugao still has a long way to go in its program to
safeguard and promote its vanishing culture and majestic rice
terraces but with concerted efforts from the government agencies, civil society organizations, and individuals the dream
will be near to reality.
As members of the indigenous peoples we have a responsibility to safeguard and promote the rich heritage passed
on by our ancestors. Our land is our life and our culture is our
identity. The destruction of our land entails the fading away
of our culture and traditions. The following thus are some
steps we could take to protect and advance our rich heritage:
1.
Active participation of the young generations here
and abroad in the promotion and upkeep of our culture.
2.
Strengthening of international solidarity not only
among us but to other international bodies supportive to indigenous peoples programs.
3.
Lobby for the legislation of laws protecting our indigenous knowledge.
References:
The Ifugao Rice Terraces Master Plan 2003-2012
ICHO Accomplishment Report 2007
NIKE powerpoint presentation
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Reflections of Youth

Banaue, Ifugao
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Walking along the rice fields on the way to
Barangay Poitan Photo by Fina A. Pengosro
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there. It gave us a lesson that no matter where a person is dwelling they are happy as long as he/she lives comfortably.
We thought our journey ended there but there was still another
destination. So we bid goodbye and thanked the people of Poitan
for their hospitality. We started again our hike going up to the
main road. Upon reaching the main road, we rode a jeepney
going to Hiwang to the Bahatan’s farm for our tree planting.
We hiked again going up to the farm and enjoyed planting trees
even though our pants and shoes were painted with charcoal.
We hope that the trees we planted will survive.
What a busy day it is but a smile ended up a tiring day.
Thank you and more power!
- Grail Binwag, Cambulo Banaue, Ifugao

Many times have I heard of Filipinos dreaming to be another
race. Sometimes being Filipino, I feel there is a tendency for
narrow-minded thinking. It was good for me to be a part of the
Igorot International Consultation. Since it was international, I

As suggested during the conference, we need more
participation from the youth. Activities for the youth should be
clear on the age bracket. From what I observed, participants
whose ages range from 20-30 years, where I belong, were
confused as to what group to participate. If we get to be included in the youth then there should be another division under it because the interest of a 12 year old is different from
that of a 25 year old. Overall, the conference was okay. My
cousins and I had fun. - Lukana Kollin Aquino, Baguio City
Participating in the IIC-7 in Banaue, Ifugao is unforgettable. It was totally an ignorance-breaking experience for me; I am sure I am more proud and grateful to be
IGOROT now than before. - Heidi Guevarra, Baguio City
Youth delegate tries pounding rice with one of the young
men of Barangay Poitan Photo by Fina A. Pengosro

met people from all over the globe. One of the most exciting
things I learned was that I do not have to regret being Igorot or
Filipino. I have seen how rich our culture is and that is part of me.
I can pass this knowledge on to the next generation. There’s too
much to appreciate on what I have seen and experienced during
the IIC 7 in Banaue – the hands that worked over the mountain
of fields and centuries old terraces (Saludo ako sa inyo!) and being involved in the Igorot youth group for the first time. I’m glad
I didn’t miss it. It’s learning how to appreciate things around
you – no matter how simple or exotic it may be – that taught
me how blessed I am to be an Igorot. I’m proud to say: IGOROTAK! Maphod! Gawis...Mayat! Salasalamat! Matgotago amin
nga ka Igorotan! Thanks to the Castro’s for sponsoring me in
joining this event! - Theresa Linda Castro Narreto, Baguio City
For me, it was nice, not even nice but great to see
Igorots who are dwelling all over the world meeting up together
with the pride of being an Igorot. I was challenged to see fellow
Igorots who grew up outside the Philippines and still has the
heart of an Igorot. Nobody can take away our pride as an Igorot.
I’m proud to be an Igorot! - Kevin Fegcan

Youth delegate, Ariadne L. Cadias rolls up her pants and helps
plant rice in one of Mayor Madchiw’s plots in Barangay Poitan
Photo by Fina A. Pengosro
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The 7th Igorot International Consultation was a blast! I enjoyed
every program and activity. The culture, native dances and
unique products were very interesting and knowledgeable. I met
my fellow Igorots from all around the world! Wow! This is one of
my unforgettable experiences! - Roby Jane Solano, Baguio City

a Youth-centered activity, the Youth Immersion Project in Barangay Poitan. Walking along the centuries-old irrigation system and
My IIC experience had been fun and exciting and made
along the beautiful rice terraces is something I will never forget. I
me more proud to be an IGOROT. It also molded me to become
appreciated the warm welcome of Poitan and the sacrifices the baa better Cordilleran, a better person, and a better citizen. Thank
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It
warms
my heart to see the exciterural” communities. Everything was nice - the people we hiked
with and the people and the places we passed by or went to. It
is good that the youth maintain their interest in our culture and
have shown it in learning the dances and other activities of that
place. We never know, this little step might turn into a big leap
and we’ll have more guardians of our fading traditional practices. - Adamey Aquino Domogo, Bontoc, Mountain Province

Youth delegate, Lea, trying back-strap weaving in Barangay Poitan
Photo by Fina A. Pengosro

Thank you to BIBAK of Northern California

for sponsoring me and Paula Arandia for this once-in-a-lifetime
experience! The 7th Igorot International Consultation included

It is imperative that youth have
support from not only their family, but from their communities
and this is a shining example.
ment on many faces experiencing hiking along the rice terraces,
pounding rice, or watching the butchering of a pig, some for the
first time. The day after Poitan, we had group discussions with
the youth in the morning and shared our creative projects with the
IGO general assembly in the afternoon. Two resolutions were recommended to the assembly and were passed. I feel confidant that
more participation from the youth will result from this consultation. It is my goal to try to involve more youth participation in the
planning process, not just for the activities planned for the youth,
but for the general activities for all in the following consultations.
I hope our creative and dynamic spirit as young Igorots in IIC-7
will not be forgotten. In order to preserve and pass on our native
culture and heritage, we must listen and learn from each other.
Many friends were made, relatives reconnected and lifelong learning partnerships were established. Thank you to Governor Teddy Baguilat, Jr. for sponsoring the Ifugao municipality
youth delegates for IIC-7. It is imperative that youth have support
from not only their family, but from their communities and this is
a shining example. Thank you to the people of Beautiful Banaue,
Ifugao, the IIC-7 Planning Committees, IGO Philippines, IGO
and all, who have in one way or another, made IIC-7 a success! Fina A. Pengosro and Paula Arandia, The Bay Area, California
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Newly elected Council of Elders – Youth Profile
Name: Jeffson Lawilao Gonzalo
Birthdate: 02/13/88
Quick Facts:
Father:

James Nanam Gonzalo
from Bagnen, Bauko
Mother:
Carolina “Lyn” Capsuyen Lawilao
from Capinitan, Sabangan
Education:
Langara College,
Vancouver BC, Canada
Major area of study:
Criminology
Minor:
Criminal Justice
Future career plans:
Any career that is Law related
IIC-7 Gala Night. L-R: Fina A Pengosro, Paula Arandia, Sacha Garah
Weygan, Gawani Domogo, Raya Aquino, Cinna See, Adamey Domogo

MEMORIES of IIC7
By Grail Binwag

Sitting here
Alone but not lonely
Reminiscing all the good times
We shared in this place, Banaue
And in this special event, the IIC7.

Smile draws on my lips
When those moments flash from within
The jokes, the laughter
We enjoyed in every activity.
Everyone was so happy
Cherishing every moment
Though we felt tired sometimes
But somewhat, a smile always ended up a tiring day
Lots of lessons we also learned
Though we only stayed for a few days
Learning culture, nature preservation
That really made our day lively.
IIC7 brought us a lot of opportunities,
Opportunity to visit places,
Associate with our co-scholars and other youth
And a chance to meet our benefactors.
Though everyone speaks different dialects
But we came here as one race
Bound by one common culture we treasure
Surrounded with unity, love and joy.
These innate cultures
Will always be cherished
Even though we go back to our place
But these will never perish.
It’s only our culture which gathers us
And unite us as one in vision and mission
To be wth our brothers and sisters in the coming IIC8.
Hagiyo! And Nizpah to all…….!
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I am Jeffson Lawilao Gonzalo, eldest son of Carolina “Lyn” Capsuyen Lawilao and James Nanam Gonzalo.
My mother is from Capinitan, Sabangan and my father
is from Bangnen, Bauko. I grew up in Baguio City and
immigrated here in Vancouver, Canada in 2001. I am a
member of BIBAK Vancouver and am currently the Youth
President. Prior to joining the organization I knew a little
about the Igorot culture and traditions but now I take pride
in being an IGOROT and am able to dance and play the
gongs.
I am honoured and grateful to be part of the Igorot
Global Organization Council Of Elders. As a member of
the council, it is my responsibility to help insure active involvement of Igorot youth in any IGO activities, especially
in cultural events such as the Igorot International Consultation. In addition, as a youth representative I believe that
it is my job to be the voice for all IGO youth around the
world. The council should hear what the youth have to say
about issues that might affect us in the future. As a youth,
we should live the Igorot way of life by participating in
cultural events and/or practicing our cultural beliefs wherever we are. I believe that the youths are the future of this
organization and we should not forget our Igorot heritage.
Uncle Ceasar Castro introduced me to the organization and its purposes. I decided later on that I wanted to
become a part of the organization, to learn and share ideas
that would benefit other Igorots.

Youth Activities During the IIC 7
in Banaue, Ifugao
By Geraldine Fiagoy
At the initial planning meeting of the IGO-Phil Committee on Youth Affairs for IIC7, it was agreed that one of the
youth activities should be an exposure to a nearby community for the youth to experience and observe life in the village.
Members of the committee joined the IIC7 planning team to
Banaue to discuss the matter with the local government officials and others involved in tourism. At that meeting Banaue
Mayor Madchiw suggested that the youth visit Poitan, a nearby
village which is a showcase of traditional culture with its terraced fields and traditional Ifugao houses. It is also the home of
the current mayor.
During that visit the planning team talked to Gov. Teddy Baguilat about coordination with the provincial government

The team also had a meeting with provincial administrator Brenda Saquing and her staff at the provincial capitol in
Lagawe to discuss IIC7 activities. Another meeting was later
held in Baguio to finalize the youth schedule and the participation of Ifugao youth. Since IGO-Phil wanted a big youth delegation, we were charged to write letters to the Cordillera governors and congressmen requesting that they sponsor at least
two youth delegates to attend IIC7.
The planning team arrived in Banaue one day before
the event. Paulina and I went to see the mayor for any updates
and changes. The mayor called for the NCIP and provincial staff
assigned to the youth activities. The barangay captain could not
make it so he sent a councilor to join us. We were assured by
the mayor that the community was prepared for the activity. He
added that one of his rice paddies would be the demonstration
site for stonewall construction and that he already had part of
the stonewall dismantled.
The initial plan was that the youth would be ferried by
vehicles to a certain point after which they would hike down to

At a rest stop on the way to Barangay Poitan: L-R: Robby Jane Solano, Nathalie Dunuan, Paula Arandia, Fina A Pengosro, Lukana Aquino, Cinna See,
Adamey Domogo, Raya Aquino, John our guide, Gerry Fiag-oy, Gawani Domogo, seated. Photo Taken by Joefrence Sumaneb Yangyang.

regarding IIC7. It was at that meeting that the governor was
asked to be a resource person in the parallel conference of the
youth. The governor was concerned about the Ifugao youth’s
lack of appreciation of their culture and the idea that there was
no future staying in the province.
When the planning team returned to Banaue after a
few months, they hiked to Poitan to talk to Barangay Captain
Marcos Mulao who was receptive to the idea of hosting the
youth activity. The following day at the regular meeting of the
municipal local council. Oliver Takinan, a barangay councilor
was designated to coordinate with the IGO Committee.

Poitan. The mayor and others suggested that they take the trail
starting at the back of the hotel and which was a longer hike to
the village. They could later exit through the other route.
On the first day of the event the youth met at the rooftop conference hall an hour before the opening service for introductions. Paulina Sawadan facilitated this activity and also
taught them a short saliddummay. During the opening service,
four of them served as acolytes. These were Pudico Balinggan,
Samuel Duyan, Nathalie Kayte Dunuan and Robby Jane Solano. Later, majority of the group attended Mel Chin’s Saliddummay workshop in preparation for a presentation during the
following night which was Tribal Night.
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The youth who joined the trip to Poitan on April 13
numbered about 38. Two came from the US, two from Australia
and one from Canada. The rest included the ISP grantees, two
youth from Baguio sponsored by Mayor Reinaldo Bautista and

prepared by the women included dancing by the children, singing and dancing by adults and the narration of the origin of the
huge river stone in the middle of the village.
The youth watched the ritual butchering of the black
pig and the inspection of its bile by the old men. Since it looked
bright and healthy, this was interpreted as a good omen. After
the pig was singed on an open fire, Paul Alkemade, the youngest participant was asked to sweep the body with a broom made
of rice stalks. The young people took turns pounding rice and
later watched how traditional weaving was done. Some daring
youth tried to chew the moma (betel nut and lime).
Like other villages in this tourist area, Poitan mixes
agriculture with handicrafts.. Some participants bought woven
and hand carved wooden products from the villagers who displayed their goods. Forest products available at that time were
orchids and ferns. I got an orchid plant small enough to fit in
my backpack. Paulina and I bought wooden mallets from a
woodcarver.
Another ritual was performed by three mumbaki who
slaughtered three native chickens and examined the biles. The
organs were healthy, reinforcing the good omen exhibited by
the pig. The fowls were later given to the cooks after the mumbaki finished chanting.
The demonstration site for stonewalling was adjacent
to the grounds where the main activities were being held. Two
men in Ifugao attire showed how stones were piled to keep
the field from eroding. A villager mentioned that the stones
were fixed in such a way to make the terraced wall earthquake

Youth Delegates take pictures of one of the boys with butchered pig, Barangay Poitan Photo by Paula Arandia

Ifugao youth leaders sponsored by the province and by Cong.
Chungalao. Other participants were financed by relatives.
Before the Banaue event, we requested Helen Tibaldo of PIA to assign a cameraman to document the youth activities. She assigned Redjie Cawis. During the trip to Poitan four
other journalists decided to join the group.
The participants met at the hotel grounds for a short
briefing. The Ifugao youth helped distribute bottles of water
brought by the Committee on Youth. Chocolates brought by
Fina Pengosro, of BIBAK of Northern California were also
distributed. The group followed the trail starting at the back
of the hotel passing through Tam-an Village and down to the
ricefields. At Tam-an the youth were shown the skeleton of a
villager’s ancestor for a fee. Paulina paid fifty pesos for the
viewing session.
The trip to Poitan took about forty minutes. After passing Tam-an, we walked through rice fields and a cement path
parallel to an irrigation canal said to be a hundred years old. We
left the rice paddies and walked down to a short bridge spanning the Banaue River and then climbed the stone steps to the
village where the people gave a warm welcome. A program
Ifugao House Photo by Daniel Padua
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proof. Two women came with a bushel of rice seedlings and
showed the participants how these were planted. Two of the
youth took off their shoes and joined the women.

demonstrating some Ifugao games, presentation of the program
of the Ifugao Youth Confederation, video showing and a short
talk by the governor.

The youth participants were then brought to an old
Ifugao hut. Some climbed inside. The Ifugao youth provided
inputs and answered questions from the group regarding the hut
and the various materials found inside and outside.

The activity started with the youth reporting about
their exposure to Poitan. . They were grouped into three and
given a few minutes to come up with a report which was done
through skits. Later the Ifugao youth and provincial staff taught
the group the Ifugao song Itetem. Fina and Paula Arandia, both
BIBAK of Northern California representatives, also distributed
lanyards, buttons and pens which were gifts from the BIBAK
Youth of Northern California. The last of the chocolates were
also shared.

As for the door prizes, the youth and media gathered
the children and lined them up. Initially, the plan was for the
children to pick numbers to give them the chance to win prizes. This plan was changed on site when the youth and media
expressed concern about disappointing those who would not
get anything. We then decided to distribute candies, including
those brought by the youth for themselves, to all the children
after which they drew lots for the door prizes. We only had a
few packages of toys and candies to give away, but these were
appreciated by the children.
Lunch was boiled pork and chicken. Our hosts served
the famous tinawon rice, the cultivation of which is being encouraged for commercial purposes so that people would not
abandon their rice fields. When we were planning the food with
the barangay captain, we suggested that vegetables be part of
the menu. This was also reiterated when we talked to the mayor.
On the day, however, the barangay captain told me that the
mumbaki forbade the serving of vegetables
because a baki or ritual was performed. Later, the mayor asked some people to look for
cooked vegetables for our participant who
was not a meat eater. He came up with an
explanation that since most of the people
had already eaten, it was all right to serve
vegetables.
The culminating activity was for
all the guests to dance, including the two
policemen assigned as our escorts, after
which we started walking away while the
people continued beating the gongs. We
took the other route which was a winding
trail leading up to the road. Three jeepneys
contacted by a local official waited for the
group to bring them to the tree planting site
in Hiwong. Our police escorts were relieved
by three officers, one male and two females
and who also took part in tree planting.

The governor talked about his experience as an Ifugao growing up in Manila and then later going to Ifugao to
be introduced to the culture. The group was also treated to a
surprise performance by artist Kidlat Tahimik who reinforced
the governor’s position regarding the importance of culture.
The interaction extended beyond schedule so that the plan to
present the Ifugao Youth program did not push through. Also
the plan for two youth participants to report during the plenary
had to be revised. Since the group reports were more creative,
it was agreed that they repeat the same during the plenary. Fina
Pengosro also presented the two resolutions of the youth. One
was the reactivation and expansion of the youth website and the
other was the resolution to include the youth in the planning of

Paula Arandia with filmmaker Kidlat Tahimik Photo by Fina A. Pengosro

The participants returned to the hotel a little after five
in the afternoon and had snacks at the dining hall. They later
went up to the rooftop to practice their saliddummay with Mel
Chin since they were performing that night. After singing the
saliddummay, the youth surprised the audience by singing the
dongdong-ay with Paulina conducting.
On the morning of the second day the youth convened
at the rooftop. The two provincial youth leaders, Kublai Malingan and Wilson Domingo, prepared a schedule which included

future IICs.
The activities did not end with the report during the
plenary. The youth returned to the rooftop for more socialization. Jo Marx Gonzalo wanted to hold a party at his grandmother’s place but was prevailed upon to keep youth activities
within the confines of the hotel. . After dinner the youth went
to the rooftop for their party. The gong playing did not last
long as most of the youngsters wanted pop music. The governor joined them at one o’clock in the morning and continued
to be their resource person on culture, Ifugao history, etc. The
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discussion lasted up to three in the morning.
Comments, Impressions and Acknowledgements
1. The IGO-Phil Committee on Youth Affairs had the cooperation of the IGO planning team which led to the success of the
youth event. Pureza projected the youth program in the internet,
Philian participated in the Banaue meetings; Rose handled the
financial aspect and ensured that we had water for the hike;
Ursula and Cion donated the toys and candies for the children;
Helen provided her staff to video document the activities; Mars
offered the Bahatan farm for the tree planting activity and also
had the holes prepared for easier planting.
2. There was smooth coordination with the municipal and provincial governments and the NCIP. Constant communications
were done through email and text messages. These consultations, together with face to face meetings, enabled us to integrate our partners’ suggestions into our initial plan to come
up with a collective program. Meeting with them the day
before IIC7 helped to firm up our plans. The performance of
staff assigned to the youth activities was commendable. They
not only stayed with the group but also helped in the activities
assigned to them by their respective offices.
3. The governor proved to be an inspiration to the youth participants who continued to be their resource person through the
wee hours of the night.
4. The debate among the adults on whether one should be called
Igorot
appeared to be a non-issue to the youth. After their
performances they would shout “I am proud to be an Igorot! I
am proud to be an Ifugao!”

Proud to be an Igorot
by Rey Nalliw
“Together we stand, Divided we fall,” a famous line
of one of my favorite songs, “Yesterday’s Dream.” It is overwhelming that this is what I observed at the IIC-7 held at Banaue
Hotel, Banaue, Ifugao.
Being one of the participants of the 7th Igorot International Consultation was a big privilege and a great honor that I
will treasure my whole life. Honestly speaking, if I did not join
the IIC-7, I would only call myself an Ifugao. When I worked
in Manila, people would always say, “Uh! You are an Igorot,”
but I refused and would say, “NO, I’m not, I’m an Ifugao,”
not knowing that you can be proud being called an Igorot. I
wonder how the IGO started their organization and how they
got together all the Igorots here in the Philippines and abroad
to come up with an International Consultation for Igorots. I
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cannot imagine how they met together and planned for a consultation that brings many Igorots from different countries to
meet and get to know each other even if they were busy in their
different careers.
My experience at the IIC-7 was a treasure in a sense
that all the activities and discussions we did with my co-participants will be in my memory. When Ma’am Vicky Madangeng,
Director for Students Affairs in our school, approached me and
said that I will be joining
an international convention, I felt overwhelmed.
I said to myself, “Whoa!
It’s ‘international,’ huh!
It means I am meeting
with foreigners, huh!”
w
Some of my companions from Ifugao State
College of Agriculture
and Forestry were also
curious and they always
asked me, “What is that
all about?” When we
arrived at the Banaue
Hotel, I was amazed because honestly, it was my
first time to be there. We
were introduced to some of the participants and I’m glad that
I was introduced to Ma’am Evelyn Padua, who approached us
and introduced her son Daniel. She sat to have a chat with us,
especially when she found out that I am a nursing student. After
she gave me her email address, we proceeded to the dinning
room for lunch.
Most memorable was the second day of the consultation when we participated in an outreach program and a tree
planting activity. We hiked to the village Poitan, one of the
beautiful barangays of Banaue for the Youth Immersion Activity. After Poitan, we hiked further to Bahatan Farm where we
planted trees. I enjoyed the day because I felt the camaraderie
from my co-participants. We danced, sang, ate and mingled
with the people of Poitan and felt their warm welcome. I could
feel the belonging on that day. Some were amazed of the lifestyle in Poitan. Everybody was tired and exhausted at the end
of the day but I could see the happiness in everyone’s eyes after
leaving Poitan.
I will always daydream about my experiences at the
IIC-7. At this point, may I take this opportunity to congratulate all the people who sacrificed and made the past IICs possible (especially IIC-7). My heartfelt gratitude to all of you!
It is a great honor to meet and be one of your participants. I
will never forget that once upon a time, I joined the prestigious
Igorot International Consultation sponsored by the prominent
Igorot Global Organization. Kudos to all of you. Keep up the
good work. I pray infinite success of the incoming IICs. May
the companionship and camaraderie that I observed and felt live
forever. The belonging that grows in my heart makes me say,
I’M PROUD TO BE AN IGOROT!

Above Board
A Book Review of “From Gathering Firewood to Managing Energy Resources” by Rufino Bomasang

“This great book is not only inspiring autobiography, but also a comprehensive record of energy/power development in our country devoid of private agenda.” - Fidel V. Ramos (Philippine President 1992 - 1998)

Formally stated, the book “From Gathering Firewood
to Managing Energy Resources” is about the astute redeeming
of a lifetime of accrued compounded achievements handled
with honesty. No milestone stands alone. It is preceded by
events that shaped that moment. The greater the milestone, the
more complex and numerous are the precursors. The book is a
narrative of the educational path and corporate and government
decisions made by Mr. Rufino Bomasang. As simple as that sentence may seem, the achievements by Mr. Bomasang have had
tremendous impact to the Philippine economy especially during
its most tumultuous times in the 1980’s and 1990’s. This book
will mean many things to many people, for this reviewer, it is
history explained.
From this book one can visualize the life cycle of a
mining operation as well as appreciate the inherent dangers and
difficult choices that have to be made personally and professionally. Beyond mining, one is given insight into the politics
of energy management in the Philippines during the last two
decades of the 20th century. Intertwined in all this history is a
narrative on the value of choices made with integrity.
The first two chapters cover Mr. Bomasang’s early
youth and educational upbringing. It was a period of extreme
difficulty but it was also a time of well delineated responsibilities and very few irreconcilable social and family norms.
Despite the poverty and a world war in his front step, Mr. Bomasang, with the help of the Anglican mission and his own
indigenous culture, earned his place into manhood. These two
chapters are multidimensional covering a lot of diverse areas
from the bombing of Besao by the Americans, paganism and
cultural practices, the Anglican mission and the pursuit of higher education.
Chapter Three is probably the most pleasing chapter
to read. This chapter re-affirms what has been taught seemingly
forever in management courses. It is in this chapter that Mr. Bomasang describes in very nice detail how he learned and applied
the principles of management taught to him while a manager at
Procter and Gamble. But the chapter also covers some lightly
funny if not touching moments and some missed opportunities.
It also starts the series of fortunes that will characterize his success further in his life. When Mr. Bomasang joined Palawan
Quicksilver Mines as a mill superintendent, he negotiated a
higher salary than anyone on the payroll. As a consequence,
the company had to adjust salaries. This opened the door and
allowed Mr. Bomasang the opportunity to implement processes
which improved production. This duality of achievement or
luck some people might call it characterizes much of Mr. Bo-

masang’s achievements.
Chapter Four is a fast paced narrative of Mr. Bomasang’s experience in the mining industry. There is much past
introspection in this chapter. While he describes his activities
in past progressive, there will be instances of reflective understanding of past choices. This is a common thread throughout
the book, but this chapter is closer to home and the events dig
deep into the challenges currently facing the industry in the
Cordilleras and surrounding territories. This chapter will give
the reader some points to ponder. In one point, Mr. Bomasang
realized his advice to a graduating class on the mining industry
was ill-timed. In another, he describes the social interaction
required to get community buy-in.
Chapter Five is an incredible read. It can easily be
placed in a collegiate level history book. But more than a historical narrative, it explains all the pivotal events. In retrospect,
one can speculate that if the events described in this chapter did
not occur, the Philippines might have branched differently. It
is during this period just after the declaration of Martial Law
and the OPEC Oil Embargo that coal came to the rescue of
the energy needs of the Philippines. But there were challenges.
Having a resource is one thing, making it serve your needs is an
entirely different matter. This chapter explains the forces and
people that came together allowing coal to serve enough of the
energy needs of the Philippines to survive the high price of oil
at the time. For Mr. Bomasang, this period is also a major turning point in his career. Prior to his involvement with the energy
sector, he was mainly domestic. During this period of coal ex-

Malampaya gas off-shore platform near Palawan

pansion, he traveled the world and cemented this relationship
with major players in the energy industry in Asia. Interesting
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to note during this chapter was how Mr. Bomasang listened to
the needs of the coal miners and helped amend a Presidential
Decree which played a great role in igniting the production of
coal.
Up to this point, the reviewer has only described a
little over half of the book. The rest of the book is a fascinating
and detail snapshot of various events that gave birth to the natural gas industry in the Philippines. What is fascinating to the
reviewer is a description of all the various elements that come to
play in an industry. The confluence of government, private industry, investors and the people dedicated to serving the needs
of the country is truly admirable but not without its problems.
The conflicts between politics and business rear their ugly head
and it is gratifying to see reason prevail. Mr. Bomasang plays a
prominent role in all of this. The Philippine National Oil Company-Exploration Corporation which he headed was involved
in looking for all sources of energy. This book takes us to all
those potential sources and makes us understand why and how
it survived, failed, got derailed, and succeeded.
Mr. Bomasang has incredible memory. He has provided the full name of all the people he has ever interacted with
from the time he was but a young boy. This detail attention
to people sets Mr. Bomasang apart as unique and intelligent
leader. Throughout the book, he has made people the focus of
his attention. This book alone can be characterized as a tribute
to the Filipino working man and a showcase of Philippine technical organizational acumen.
The reviewer truly recommends that Mr. Bomasang
re-publish this book for wider availability or publish several
books on management, mining, the coal industry, the gas industry, the South East Asian energy industry or education.

If you want to be inspired, feel proud and
learn how to value people, read this book.
-- John Dyte

Comments from others who have read the book.
By the way, I had finally read Rufino Bomasang’s “From
Gathering Firewood To Managing Energy Resources (Transcending the Indigenous Challenges). It’s awesome, to say
the least. It’s a story of grace upon grace on a responsive,
wise and generous spirit. Father Tony Gomowad
You have a good memory of not only names but events, big
and small. You weave a good story - Rose Nabert
It’s impressive! - Catherine Magalgalit
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Rufino and Madge Bomasang
-from the back cover of the book
Rufino B. Bomasang is an energy development and policy specialist. His line of expertise includes strategic energy planning,
energy and mineral resources development, mining and energy
related infrastructure. He is a highly competent resource person for the Philippine national energy policy, having held various positions in government and quasi-government companies
for the past 28 years. Mr. Bomasang is currently President and
Chief Executive Officer of the PNOC Exploration Corporation,
a position he has held since 1996. He has a Bachelor of Science
in Mining Engineering from the University of the Philippines,
and a Masters degree in Business Economics from the University of Asia and the Pacific.

For the Cordillera parents who are trying to find ways of
teaching humility, discipline, service, and ethics to their kids,
here’s a handy resource book for you. Ask your kids to read
it. It’s anecdotal in its style and avoids the preach-iness
every growing kid likes to avoid.
- Lita Killip
Got my copy of your autobiography yesterday afternoon at
the mini SMS alumni and friends gathering at St. Luke and
All Saints Church in Union City, New Jersey. I still haven’t
had the chance to read the book, since as soon as Leona got
hold of it, she would not let go of the book from her hands.
She has been reading the book up to 1 o’clock this morning
when I decided to go to sleep. When we went to church at
around 8 O’clock she still had the book in her hands. I told
her that she should not dare read that book in church. She
said that she will read the book after church. It is now 2:02
P. M. here in New Jersey and she is still holding on tightly to
the book. What I hate her doing is, she keeps on reading passages from the book aloud while near me distracting me from
whatever I am doing. Never saw my wife so interested in a
book. I guess, I will just have to patiently wait for her before
I can take hold of the book to read. - Lambert Sagalla

A Book Review of

“The Odyssey of
an Igorot Mission
Girl”
by Esperanza Daliwa
Somebang

This autobiography is a welcome addition to Igorot
literature. It describes a period that may soon disappear and a
manner of thinking that may also fade as the worlds cultures
blend and values compete for attention.
Deacon Esperanza Daliwa Somebang’s adventures
are truly the stuff of legends. Many of her experiences and consequent perspectives are extremely unique and may never be
covered by any other literature. She writes of a Japanese hospital administrator in World War II who was ordered to destroy
the hospital should the Japanese lose. But the Japanese administrator never did. It is a different perspective compared to others
who give a blanket opinion of brutality by the Japanese. She
comments about how an Eskimo woman was grateful to have
been sent a nurse from the Indian Tribes in the lower 48 states of
the United States. This may not seem significant to non-Igorots,
but it speaks of a bond between indigenous peoples.
The book begins with a narration of her early childhood in her home province in the 1920’s. This section touches
lightly on the settlement called Nadatngan which her grandfather formed to live apart from the rest of the community because
of the conflicts stemming from his conversion to Christianity. A
little more detail is given to her childhood and the games they
played as well as the family responsibilities. It is worthwhile
to spend a few moments to look at the black and white picture
accompanying these early chapters. Nadatngan has a spectacular view of the mountains. A view where one can seem to be at
the level of the clouds. With the freedom to do anything your
childhood mind could imagine, it is easily seen that Deacon Esperanza had a fun filled early childhood.
The author’s experiences in elementary and high school
education at St. Mary’s mission reads like a preparatory education for many of the things that author will encounter later in
her life. Aside from the usual academics and sports and camaraderie that we expect in our education, there was a unique blend
of a series of unexpected changes and hands on implementation
of what she was taught in a classroom setting. All these played
greatly later in life when she independently handles many of
the challenges she will encounter, some by choice but many by
circumstance.

from the time the author began nursing school until just after the
end of World War II. It is a unique insight to the Japanese occupation of the Philippines. The descriptions of various events
are vivid enough to fire ones own imagination to visualize what
was being described. War from the perspective of a civilian is
described very clearly. It is a constant ominous cloud of fear that
hangs over every event. There is a never ending supply of news
that puts you in a nervous state always. Every circumstance is
scrutinized for the harm it may bring. Every moment of joy is
short lived. But in retrospect, when the war is over, she shows
you how steadfast devotion to the service of your fellowman
will be rewarded with an unshakeable confidence in the future.
Her mission work with the Tiruray and Moros of Mindanao is also another fascinating insight to our neighbors in the
south. She tells a few of these encounters. The reader will run
the gamut of shock, disbelief, compassion, relief and joy while
reading these experiences.
The period of Deacon Somebangs life between the early 1950’s to the 1970’s is a search for permanence. She wanted
a place and position where she could build on a foundation.
She advanced her education even further in the United States
and went on to teach at St. Luke’s and continued on to become
a public health nurse in the Mountain Province. She also became the school nurse at Brent School in Baguio. She left Brent
School in 1966 and went to the United States working as nurse.
But by 1970, when she was around 51 years old, she
could not hold back the lure of adventure that she experienced
early in her life. She became a bush nurse in the Alaskan wilderness serving the indigenous people of that region. One must
have a grasp of geography most especially the Alaskan Tundra
to fully appreciate the frontier she immersed the next 8 years of
her life. I believe with the Alaskan natives she found kindred
souls. It is unfortunate that she did not provide more detailed
descriptions of her interactions with the Eskimos. But what she
did tell in the book is a phenomenal set of occurrences that only
the pioneers of any world can ever truly experience.
She spent the last 20 years of her life helping the Episcopalian Church in the Mountain Province strengthen its core
values. The latter parts of the book describe her specific works
with the Church as well as her own struggle to become a deacon.
The book is a must to read and own. Beyond the comments made in this review, the reader will find a wealth of
knowledge that will confirm the history of the Igorot people as
well as describe the mores that can help explain the attitudes of
the first generation of indigenous people from the Philippine
Cordilleras to distant lands.
Igorot Heritage Press 46 Sterling Hill Road, Lyme, CT 06371
acbacdayan@sbcglobal.net
John Dyte

Worthy of note to this reviewer are the experiences
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later was a strategy that kept us from being dominated and exploited by a foreign power. The fighters prevailed in that period
and rightly so. Later though, when the Americans came, it was
more prudent to talk. They weren’t interested in dominating us,
they were interested in helping us grow. Suddenly it was the
talkers who had the advantage. It was the talkers who prospered
at the expense of the fighters. And in today’s world, talk and diplomacy tend to be preferred too though, of course, war always
remains an option.

What Did You Say??
by
Claus “Agpad” Nabert
One of the most challenging things in life is learning how to
communicate. Though we all talk and write constantly without giving it a second thought, if you’re trying to communicate
clearly without causing offence, especially on a sensitive point,
you can often get yourself into a lot of trouble. Let’s take an
example.
If I were to say to you “When I look into your eyes, time just
stops for me as I drift in a heavenly euphoria” I expect I’ll get
a smile and maybe even a hug. Were I to say to you “Your face
could stop a clock” I expect that the smile will be replaced by a
less positive reaction and gesture. Yet, did I say anything different? Not really. The first sentiment also stops the clock and yet
it was treated as a compliment. What’s happening?
As we grow up we are taught many beliefs and behaviours
through stories and our mythologies. All of these cultural things
shape us. They determine how we view our world and how we
react to individual events. Look at how diverse we are in the
Cordillera, in some Igorot cultures the initial reaction to a crisis
is to get out the bolos and fight asking only after the carnage
what is actually going on. In another Igorot culture it’s to talk
first and fight later if necessary. In still others it depends on the
individual as to which comes first. These attitudes and behaviours are all based upon what we were taught as kids by our
parents. And of course what our parents taught us was taught to
them by their parents. So the attitudes are perpetuated into the
future, often without anyone ever questioning why we react as
we do and whether we should continue to react as we do.
Many of these traits were positive at one time depending on
where and when you lived. As long as the Spanish ruled the
Philippines, determined to conquer us, fighting first and talking
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So let’s go back to that compliment. We need to realize that
people aren’t born with diplomacy, that’s something we learn
the hard way often by being slapped by those we are talking to.
How diplomatic and tactful we become is often determined by
how often we’ve been slapped. Most people are also not poets.
Sometimes they will say something sweet or something important in a very crude, potentially insulting manner because they
don’t know how to say it in an articulate sensitive way. To make
matters worse, a phrase or an expression said in one language
can be harmless and sensitive while, in another language it can
be very degrading and horrible. So sometimes when something
terrible is being said to us, it’s in fact not terrible at all when
you factor in the native language or dialect of the speaker.
In the midst of this we need to realize that people are generally
good and that it is not in anyone’s interest to make enemies. We
need to realize that a person’s intent is usually positive, most
people do try their best to help rather than hinder. If we can
grasp these principles, communication becomes easier and less
emotional assuming both parties accept the concepts.
If someone does come up to you, in a meeting, on the street,
or even privately, and tells you that your face can stop a clock,
or tells you that your ideas or plans are no good, pause before
reacting. Assume positive intent, assume no malice, and simply
ask that person what they mean by the comment. You’ll find
that virtually all the time they meant something positive. Then,
when it’s clear what was meant, share with the speaker how
you initially interpreted the comment so that the speaker can
become aware of your sensitivities and thereby avoid upsetting
you again. Remember, others aren’t necessarily good at diplomacy, but if you forgive them for being crude and you help
them learn how to share with you, things improve.
This also brings up another related issue. How often have you
been in a situation, especially when you were a kid, in which
you would get “How many times do I have to tell you …” Sound
familiar? That didn’t just happen when we were a kid, it happens in meetings and even in general discussions. Why? Well,
most people figure that if they repeat something long enough
and loud enough it might actually get heard and maybe even
acted upon. Interestingly, sometimes they’re right, but not very
often. Most of the time they’re just an irritant that you learn to
tune out. And that’s exactly the issue. Things are often repeated
because it was felt they weren’t heard and admit it, you’ve done
exactly the same thing in your life both in tuning out people and
also in repeating a point over and over again.

So what’s the solution? There are two things that we need to be
sensitive to. One is that people need to feel they’ve been heard.
“Being heard” means that you understand what’s been said and
the matter was discussed and settled as a result. If they have
that feeling the issue goes away. If they don’t have that feeling
it lingers and returns over and over again forever.
The other aspect though is equally important. “How many times
do I have to tell you to behave in this manner?” Heard that one
before too? Why doesn’t it work? It makes the assumption that
you understand, and agree with, what was said. But that’s a bad
assumption. Often we’re talking about individual values and if
someone doesn’t agree with your values they won’t listen and/
or understand. If you want people to listen and to understand,
perhaps even agree with you, badgering won’t do it. Instead of
saying “how often do I …” try asking “why are you uncomfortable with the point I was trying to make?” Taking this approach
will help everyone understand the point and will encourage dialogue. Answering the question will result in a common understanding from which solutions can be found because it reveals
the obstacles of the moment.
If we learn how to do these things there would be a lot less conflict both among ourselves and in the world in general. When
we attend meetings where it is necessary to explore sensitive

issues, we can be more productive because we know in our
hearts that everyone is trying to find solutions. No one is trying to attack us personally, they are only trying to understand
your ideas and thoughts and offer some others in return. And
when we encounter a new culture, either in the Cordillera or
elsewhere in the world, we are in a better position to get along
in a positive manner.
In future when you feel attacked or criticized, remember that
there is positive intent behind the words. Remember that people
are fundamentally good. Ask for clarification before getting out
your bolo and when clarification comes, help that person learn
and understand how to communicate with you in a more sensitive manner. Do that and your world will quickly become a
much nicer place both for yourself and for those you meet. And
when you encounter a situation where you feel you’re ignored
all the time, pause and ask why. Similarly, if you’re at the receiving end of that, perhaps pause too and ask for an explanation that makes sense to you, ask for a rationale so that you can
consider the suggestion. Together it can be solved if both listen
and try to foster mutual understanding.
Claus “Agpad” Nabert is an IGO Founder

Son of
Leonor Wanason Walter
and
Robert Walter
Sister: Kathleen Walter
Macon, Georgia

Jacob Bruce Walter

VALEDICTORIAN
Class of 2008
May you succeed in all your endeavors!
Rose & Paul Presley, Lolo Andres Wanason, Mary Grace, Rodrick, Noah & Gabriel Casey,
Linda & Brian Worth
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A Church for Balugan “Bugang” Sagada Mt. Province
by Rose “Gatomay” Alkemade
Bugang is a large village of possibly 700 people, several kilometers below Sagada town, about an hours walk over the
fields. The villages of Ambasing, Pide and Demang overlook it
while further down the valley are the villages of Ankileng and
Suyo another hours walk from Bugang. Rice fields separate
the villages and rocks, rivers, pine trees and a cave, surround
them. Bugang sits on a slight rise, beyond the village the land
falls away revealing many more rice terraces between it and the
villages of Ankileng and across the river to Suyo. Bugang has
been on this site for many years and since 1985 people started
changing, the original Igorot houses made of wood and grass
like in the olden days. Today most houses are made of aluminum and timber. Like most of the houses in the other villages
in the valley. Recently it has grown with some new houses of
timber, aluminum, and a few of cement spreading out over the
flat ground towards the nearby rice fields. It has an elementary
school but does not have its own Episcopalian church.

asked if the Anglican Church of Australia might help. She
explained that Anglican Board of Missions (ABM) was the
organization that assisted with projects in the Philippines. She
explained that from what she understood , ABM only supports
churches for the indigenous people who don’t have a church or
who have been abandon by their government. They understood
her but she did not convince them with her comment.
Most of the congregation still wanted to find a way to
build their own church so it was suggested that the best thing
would be to ask permission from the Bishop to build a church in
Bugang and look for ways to fund it if the Bishop agreed. Most
people present agreed and signed their name to a letter for the
Bishop.

In February 2007, the author visited the Philippines
where she was invited to the mass at St John in Pide Sagada.
After the mass, the congregation had a meeting and asked for
support to provide funds to build a church in the village as a
place of worship. The meeting attended by the majority of the
congregation and the priest Padi Jerry Sagayo, discussed the
problem many of the members from Bugang, especially the elderly and the young mothers, have in walking up the slope to
Pide (near Ambasing) to attend the church. Most of the congregation is from Bugang because it is the larger village. Since
Bugang is centrally located between Pide, Demang, Ambassing
and other small villages, most of the congregation would prefer
to have the church in Bugang rather than at Pide.
They invited the author to the meeting because she and her husband have been involved with several church projects in Australia. During the meeting, she was
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This has become an important village project because the new
church will fill a long-standing need for a place of worship
close to the majority of the congregation, easily reached from
the nearby villages. It will allow elderly villagers and young
children families to worship together without having to climb
up the long dusty road to the church at Pide.

The diocese has been supportive with the Bishop
(Bishop Malecdan) giving approval for the church and the
Diocesan development officer Brent Alawas agreeing to assist with the design and construction contract required for the
building. Bishop Malecdan has appointed Deacon Cyril Santong of Pide to represent him for the project to guide the local
people and since then, they sent several letters of approval to
the author in July, October and most recently in January 2008
confirming that the Church project in Bugang will go ahead.

money, or other forms of practical assistance. The author has
agreed to donate some of the money, to use her experience to
raise further funds in Australia and to act as treasurer for general fund raising from other sources.
Let us pray that our fellow Igorot Anglican Episcopalians around the world will help our people in Bugang Sagada
with their dream church, in Christ name.
Grace and Peace,
Rose Alkemade
Husband – Peter
Children- Robert & Paul
Mother– Maria (Singawan) Delwasen

They have also agreed to help in some aspect of the project like
preparation of building design, costing and financial management, community organizing and mobilization, supervision and
monitoring.
Since then land has been found on the edge of the village and a vestry committee formed to control the project. The
land for the church is to be donated by the family of a farmer in
the congregation from St John. There has also been much discussion about how to find money to build the church. While the
village itself is unable to raise the money directly, they are able
to provide timber and the people to help with the building.
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I t was realized that like some fellow igorot overseas
are former residents of Sagada and they have fond memories
of their former home and have strong ties to their families who
still live as farmers in the igorot community. The meeting
thought that some of them would assist the project with either
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Why I think young Filipinos should join the U.S. Armed Forces
by Michael Batala

Before I write my article I want to note an old Army
World War II joke. A young man got home after 3 years in
the Army; his father asked his son “Son, did the Army make
a man out of you?” His son replied “Not only that, dad, they
made a tiger out of me.”
Below list are highlights of what you will expect if
you desire to enlist in the service. This listing is to generalize the criteria of expectation when you enlist to the branch of
service of your choice, and to jump school if you want to be a
paratrooper.
Proud to serve your country
U.S. born citizens should take pride to serve his/her
country, or your adopted country if you are naturalized citizen
like me. Serving your country is to implant the pride on yourself that you had served your country faithfully.
The Army’s new $20,000 Enlistment Bonus
Just recently I learn that the Army is offering $20,000
enlistment bonus for enlistees who like to take one month basic
training then to be assign to Iraq . I strongly do not endorse this
kind of enlistment. “If I am the enlistee it does not make sense
for this kind of enlistment contract and it does not benefit me
long term. I am enlisting in the Army to learn a trade; that I
could use that trade to help me find me a job when I leave the
Service.” In recent Iraq TV briefing by the Army, the Army is
now recruiting German citizens in Germany to enlist in the U.S.
Army. After one year the recruited Germans will get U.S. citizenship. This program was offered to Filipino citizens in Guam
during the Korean War. Hundreds of Filipino citizens in Guam
including me enlisted for the Korean War. To be accepted for
enlistment, we either pass the 6 battery entrance tests, or we
pass the personal IQ test of 90 or above. This IQ qualification
was the one why I am here writing this article. My IQ was 91
just enough for my qualification. Otherwise, I would be still
in Guam driving bus, or in barrio Data planting camote (sweet
potato).
Build yourself for self improvements
During your time in the service you will learn self adjustments
and self discipline regardless of what branch of service you enlisted in.
Leadership
Personal leadership is the most important aspect of our
life if we are to succeed in our job. You will learn good leadership during your time in the service especially if you enlist in
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the Army or Marine. Even if you will not reach the position
as leader, like Squad or Platoon leader, you will pick up good
leadership by observing successful leaders especially in the
company level. One will succeed to his/her job by employing
his/her leadership skill.
College fund
I think the college fund program offered by the government still exists. You deposit a part of your monthly pay
and the government will add funds to your monthly college
fund savings. I do not know the mechanics of this fund. Your
recruiting sergeant will explain you in detail how this program
works.
Enlist for job training
This is the most important criteria why enlisting to
any of the Armed Forces is a value to your future. You have to
decide what kind of work that you think you have the capacity
to learn that trade. After you took the Armed Forces entrance
tests your recruiting sergeant will recommend what job training you should consider. His/her recommendation is based on
how you made on the tests.
Consider to enroll in the community college for a year or two
before enlistment in Armed Forces of your choice.
I strongly suggest you further your high school education level
before enlisting to any branch of service of your choice. It will
help you get a better job assignment and advancement as a soldier.
Basic training or known as boot camp
This is the place to transform your life to be a good
Soldier, Marine, Sailor or Airman. This is not the place to be
”smart aleck” “wise guy” ‘back talk’ and others in that regard.
Drill Sergeants are working long hours on your behalf. If you
think you are being treated unfairly, ask that drill sergeant for a
private talk. During my time as a drill sergeant in Fort Jackson ,
South Carolina in 1961s, I had spent working long hours pushing trainees daily without extra pay. I decided to go to Airborne
School to get out of that assignment.
Consider Airborne school after Basic Training
Going to jump school is individual’s prerogative. But
I strongly endorse the jump school especially if you enlist in
the Army or Marine. In the Marine Corp you will have to volunteer for “Airborne Recon Marine” to get your application for
Airborne School approve. Airborne School is not that easy to
pass. In the early 1960s the average is 50% candidates will finished the 4 weeks jump school and received their jump wings.
To give you some idea how the jump school run in the 60s and
I think that training program still run today. Your first week

of jump training is mostly classes, physical conditioning and
Parachute Landing Fall (PLF). On the second week you practice the 35 feet tower jump and physical conditioning. The third
week you go to the 250 tower jump and physical conditioning.
Your 4th week, if you have not been dropped out from the jump
school, is the jump week. You must complete 5 jumps to pass
the Airborne school.

Night jumps are a part of Airborne training.
Night jumping is part of the paratrooper’s training.
The Pathfinder who jumped days earlier will be the decider if
night jump will go on or cancel the jump, especially when it is
too dark. Pathfinders are sent early to survey a drop zone and
other works they need to do. The tree line is the best guide the
jumpers have to focus on.

To be a paratrooper you must be physically and mentally fit.
There is risk to be a paratrooper; and I do not recommend to any trainee who is physically and mentally unprepared.
Here are some tips that potential paratrooper to think about before going to jump school. You must be physically and mentally competent before ggoing
g to airborne school. You run 5 miles
everyday for the first
3 weeks. If you drop
out 3 times during the
5 mile run, you will
be drop out from the
jump school. When
your application for
airborne school approve, ask your unit
that you want to start
the school between
March to September.
November to February is cold weather in
Fort Benning , Georgia . Cold weather is
just too much for the
mechanism of the
knees. In case you develop a pain in your
legs tell the doctor
you want to finish
the jump school. The doctor should inject medication where
the pain located. That medication will ease your knee pain in
matter of hours. Do not fear for side effect of that medication.
I received injection in early1962, and to this date I have not
experienced any side effect on my leg where the injection was
employed.

Consider to join the Special Forces, the Navy Seal or the Air
Force’s Special Operation.
During my jump school in early 1962 jump instructors
had been asking me if I will join the Special Forces. They may
have thought I am fit for Special Forces for Vietnam assignment
because of my
y race. If not my
y family who are coming to join me
in North Carolina , I may have
tried my luck if I can pass the
course.

Positive attitude, physically and mentally tough are the key to
pass the Airborne School
From the first day to the third weeks of your jump
school , your instructors are looking over your shoulders how
you understand and employ the instructions the jump instructors had teach you during the classes and physical training. You
will be judged how you carry yourself. You will not last long
in that jump school with a bad attitude. Mentally incapacity is
part of the candidate dropping out from this school. If the jump
instructors think you do not have the attitude, personalities and
the capacity to be a paratrooper, you will be send you back to
your unit any time before the jump week. If you made it to the
jump week you must focus what you have learned to employ
when you reach the plane’s jump door, on the space, landing;
and you must have the stamina to get out fast from the drop
zone, (DZ).

Special Forces
S
In the early 1960s it was
claimed only 10% of the Special Forces candidates will pass
the school. The song “Ballad
of the Green Beret” tells only
9 of a 100 candidates will earn
the Green Beret. To clarify that
song, written by a Green Beret
sergeant, meaning 9 of 100 applicants will pass the Special
Forces course from the entrance
tests to the end of the 9 months
course. Today it was posted that
25% are passing the course.
There are only 3 Filipinos I
know who passed the Special
Forces course. Major De Gracia
from Ilocus Sur, my long time friend from Guam, Sergeant Major Manzano from the Zambales Mountain and the late Sergeant
First Class Albert Burgos from Data Sabangan.
The Navy Seals
Originally, the Navy Seals was called “Underground
Demolition Team (UDT)”. During the Vietnam War they expanded their combat mission and changed the name.
In closing, I may be the first Igorot paratrooper. When I joined
the 82nd Airborne Division in Fort Bragg North Carolina , in
the early 1962 and all my years in the Army, I have not learned
any Igorot paratrooper either in the U.S Army or the Philippine
Army.
Michael Batala
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Invitation to All,
On behalf of BIBAK San Diego, we would like to extend
our warmest and sincerest invitation to you, your family, and
friends, to join us for our 1st Grand Cañao on

P.S. In order to serve our guests efficiently we appreciate an
early reply to this invitation (RSVP). Tickets are $65.00 per
person. Please note that all tickets sold are non-refundable and
are considered sold once they are sent out. For further inquiries check out the BIBAK San Diego website or contact:

August 16, 2008
Sheraton Hotel, 1380 Harbor Island, San Diego CA, 92101.
The members of this organization worked hard to make this
event possible. This Grand Cañao will once again, give us the
opportunity to gather with fellow Igorots, update each other
with what internalize our culture and traditions.
Grand Cañaos were started by our ancestors to thank God
for a bountiful harvest. This summer, join us as we revive that
unique spirit.
For more in depth information on San Diego and the event
please go to www.bibaksandiego.net.
It is the hope and aspiration of the organizing committee for
a joyous Grand Cañao in the scenic city of San Diego, California. UMALI KAYO AM-IN!
Sincerely yours,
Jessie Robbie P. Mina
President – BIBAK San Diego
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Helen Balitang: originaligorota@hotmail.com
Celia Panganiban: ibangao2003@yahoo.com
Mark Leo: mark.s.leo@gmail.com
Moding Amiling: moding415@yahoo.com

Memories of the Induction of BIMAK DC Officers
by
Errub Antero Dirige

Oh what a night, oh,oh,oh .... goes the song. And what a night
indeed was June 7, 2008!!!

The day was super hot and muggy which was probably a prelude to a sizzling night for BIMAK DC who had the induction
of their new set of Officers for the year 2008- 2010.
Mng Mia Abeya, a
BIMAK elder led
the attendees into a
night of surprises,
expectations
and
brief eye shutting
moments to an end
where one would
say more, more,
more, but would
have to leave because it was the end
of it.
BIMAK was proud
to have one of her
finest sons , Mark
Della, US Army,
attend and march
proudly in his Dress
Uniform along with
Davin Salvador and
Brian Ateo-an (BIMAK youth) to the center of the ballroom
for the presentation of colors and stand at attention as the Star
Spangled Banner and the Lupang Hinirang were sang, led by
Pat Cabase & Jonalyn Sasa, respectively. Mng Ceasar Caligtan
(BIMAK Elder) then took the stand and gave a welcoming address.
Brother Elvis Cagas (Benguet 13 President) and Dr. Alex Fangonil (BIMAK Elder) delivered the Invocation in their own respective ways which was truly a double blessing judging on
how the night went on. Dinner was served and some BIMAK
members in the spirit of Igorot hospitality gave up their seats
for other guests. “Immanon”, Aaron Cabay’s (BIMAK Youth)
band serenaded the attendees with just the right touch.
Mario Espinosa of Baguio Fil-Am, Virginia Beach led the feet
stomping and hip swaying jaunts on the dance floor and continued to deejay through the night with nary a boring moment.
Then came the pivotal part of the night, the Induction Ceremony.
BIMAK-DC which has always been known to be a forerunner
of performing productions showcasing Igorotness with flourish
has not disappointed the attendees. The induction was set in an
“Igorot Village” with the Benguet Tribe (where the outgoing

president hails from), the Kalinga Tribe (where the incoming
president hails from) and the Mountain Province Tribe were in
attendance. BIMAK men and women in full Igorot attire danced
to the beat of the gongs performing the “balangbang” heralded
the start of the ceremony. They were followed by the Benguet
Tribe led by outgoing VP Evelyn de Jesus (Elvira Della who
is the outgoing president is unfortunately out of the country so
she was not able to grace
the occassion) dancing the
“Bendian Dance,” then the
Kalinga tribe led by the incoming President, Connie
A
Alfrido, dancing the “Kalinga Dance.” Evelyn de
Jesus delivered her outgoing speech symbolized by
the passing of the torch,
and a toast of “tapey,” an
Igorot wine. Atty. Valera
of MHC did the honor of
inducting the Officers and
proudly identified himself
as a native of Abra, one of
the provinces composing
the BIMAK organization.
He, along with members
of the MHC Board of Directors handed a plaque of
recognition to the BIMAK
President
Vice Presidents

Secretaries
Treasurers
PRO
Sgt at Arms

Connie Alfrido
Ernest Killip
Gabino Chao-ayan
Gary Sallidao
Errub Killip
Benilda Bennett
Florence Cabay
Jane Moguet
Norma Townsend
Clare Castillejos
Donald Cabay
Raul Castillejos
Basilio Cabradilla

organization as a supportive and noble organization. MHC is
looking forward to a continuity of the good working relationship with BIMAK. It is indeed an honor to have the members
of MHC attend and participate in our induction. This was followed by the acceptance speech of Connie Alfrido. Through
this segment both Mng Evelyn and Mng Connie started off with
their speeches “codigoless, “ but with increasing anxiety and
“mental blocking” they had to produce their cheat sheets much
to the enjoyment of the crowd, this was a byword of entertain-
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ment by the following speakers. It is okay Mng Evelyn and Mng
Connie, even President Bush reads his speeches, it is the norm
nowadays. But a BIMAK “Induction of Officers” wouldn’t be
complete without the Igorot way of saying thanks to “Kabunyan” for all the blessings & asking for guidance. So!!! Thank
you Phil for the “uggayam.”
With the villagers and the officers situated and patiently waiting, the guest speaker, Rev. Doctor Darwin Sokoken,
was introduced by Mng Henry Pit-og (BIMAK elder). Rever-

In between dances, a check for the Pamela Johnson Moguet
Scholarship, c/o the Peace Corp Volunteers of America was
handed over to the Peace Corp representatives. This noble undertaking is one of the reasons why we had this dinner fundraiser. The winner for the travel certificates donated by YTB
was announced finally after it was delayed twice to allow other
attendees to donate and have a chance of winning the prize. The
winner of the silent auction spearheaded by Dr. Fe Lacbawan
was also announced, the donors for the items to be auctioned
were Mr. & Mrs Edwin Abeya , Mr. & Mrs. Philip Lacbawan,
and Forex.
Oh Boy! It was indeed a night, a night to remember, a night to
thank our supporters who came from near and far ... Benguet
13, MHC, Baguio Fil-Am, Kababayan, and the other organizations who I am not able to name at this time. A night to thank
our donors , and it is also a night to applaud and thank ourselves
for a job well done!
Kabunyan is great!!!

end Sokoken gave a rousing and informative speech, touching
on this year’s BIMAK Induction’s theme of “BIMAK ... PAST,
PRESENT, and BEYOND.” The gist of his speech was to know
one’s past, to be able to relate to one’s present, and to be able
to uphold the future. This was re-enforced by the inspirational
speech of Mr. Jenkins.
The somewhat lull of the speeches
was broken by
p
y the heartstop-

ping “Banga Dance” of the Kalinga Tribe led by the incoming
president Mng Connie Alfrido, and choreographed by Mr. Ted
Acuat. Melvi Ateo-an and Rubilyn Bumal-o (BIMAK kids)
also, showed their prowess in martial arts by rendering a martial arts exhibition.
Then deejay Mario E. took it away with ballroom dancing, linedancing and just dancing to the delight of the attendees who
heeded the call and moved to the dance floor showing their
moves and their grooves.
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Ooops... I forgot to mention our dear BIMAK kids, they came
dressed to the hilt. Oh they looked soooooo cute and adorable.
They celebrated Jalen’s fourth birthday who looked sharp in his
“americana” and was having a blast! Happy Birthday Jalen... (
Jalen is Mng Connie’s grandson). Pizza, chips, soda, and the
birthday cake was the menu of the day. They had fun at the
Monticello Hall under the watchful eyes of Auntie Clare C.,
Jaxa, Cara and Jason. Sometimes they ventured into the lobby and became innovative by using the elevator as a means of
having fun ... so off they went riding it up & down until they
were told to stop. I am sure everyone had a good night’s rest,
he,he,he.

Again, ‘twas truly an amazing night and this would perhaps
lead to a promising active life for BIMAK and its mission and
vision...
God Bless,
Errub

The Cordillerans in Kanto (Eastern), Japan (ECORDI)
by Dan Peckley

The idea to formally organize Cordillerans in Kanto, Japan, came about after the first Cordillera Day in Tokyo, which was held at
the Episcopalian Church of our Savior in Koto-ku, Tokyo, on April 22, 2007. The Kanto Region of Japan includes Metropolitan
Tokyo and the Prefectures of Chiba, Gunma, Ibaraki, Kanagawa, Saitama and Tochigi

Council of Elders
1. Ms. Joan Agcongay-Reyes and Ms. Lila Lumcang-Estolas from Abra;
2. Mr. Edward Haight and Ms. Annie Matsumura from Benguet;
3. Ms. Mathilda Dumaguing and Mr. Jose Pampanico from Mt. Province;
4. Ms. Rosemary Lingbawan from Kalinga;
5. Mrs. Loreta Bosaing-Shibasaki, Ms. Jean Pengosro and Mrs. Cecilia Pampanico, as representatives of the permanent residents of
Japan;
6. Mr. Raul Afuyog, as representative of Cordillerans in Kanagawa Prefecture;
7. Mr. Opalino Javier, as representative of Cordillerans in Gunma Prefecture; and
8. Ms. Janet Agcongay-Barona and Mrs. Lourdes Toyokan as representatives of Cordillerans in Metropolitan Tokyo.
The members of the COE then elected the following as members of the EXECOM: Ms. Jean Pengosro as President, Mr. Edward
Haight as Vice President, Ms. Rosemary Lingbawan as Secretary, Ms. Annie Matsumura as Treasurer, and Ms. Joan AgcongayReyes as PRO.
Cordillerans in Kanto (Eastern) Japan (ECORDI)
c/o Jean Pengosro, A201
5-4-22 Minami Aoyama, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107-0062, Japan
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President / Founder Nover Holman Velasco
Vice President
Denver Marines
Treasurer
Dr. Stanley Ambas DMD
Advisors
Richard Nabus
Orlando Esteban
Appointed Representatives
Atok
Philip Uy
Bakun
Albert / Gloria Pulsingay
Bokod
Tom Totanes / Fred Besara / Pilbert Colian
Itogon
Cecile Salcedo
Kabayan
Loreno Anquitay
Kapangan
Marciana Beding / Ed Saidro / Lester Dulnuan
Kibungan
Orland Esteban
La Trinidad Mario Tumbaga / Crispino Lubos / Ofelia Mason
Mankayan
Russel Gilis / Dr. Stanley Ambas / Elmer Hull
Sablan
Chen Almasen
Tuba
Myrna Danggol / Marilyn Maravillas /
Rose Lucaben
Tublay
Carlos Santiago / John Cosalan
Cenia Bernardo
Baguio
Eliseo Aspillaga / Jimmy Mabesa
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Grosse Pfarrgasse 11/13-14
1020 Vienna, Austria
Tel. nos: 0043(1) 9685908 or 00436764404578

Officers 2008 – 2009
President

Cristabel O. Bounggick

Our fellow Igorots,

Vice President

Marjorie G. Akistoy

Secretary

Zenaida S. Lee
Lorna K. Tuban

Shöne grüße aus Österreich
with love and peace from
the Igorot community.

Treasurer
Asst. Treasurer

Delia M. Gumanab
Nora B. Iban

Auditors

Susan B. Nana Atakora
Alfredo B. Bustillos

PRO

Maryknoll A. Padalla

Advisers :

Please view and enjoy.
www.youtube.com/BalitangEurope
search Igorot Induction February 29, 2008
www.nitelife.magix.net
search Igorot Induction

Representatives :
Benguet
Ifugao
Mt. Prov.
Abra
Kalinga

We would like to share recent involvement to
our great cause.

Fernando S. Kil-o
Fernando T. de Guzman
Joel R. Banban
Agustin S. Iban
Carina D. Capuyan
Bibiana P. Lee
Ruth L. Licay
Julius R. Banban
George R. Florendo
Dionisio W. Cutig
Patrick A. Bounggick

www.digitalpinoy.at
click video
click Ifugao dance ( Halo-Halo)
Thank you for your interest in bringing yourselves
closer to us.
Liebe grüße,
Cristabel “ Dono”
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KaNA To Conduct Touring Workshops For Youth
One of the major objectives of the Kalingas-North America Network, Inc., (KaNA)
is to perpetuate our Kalinga indigenous arts. One way to do so is to conduct free workshops for our youth groups around the nation whenever possible. Such workshops on our
traditional music and dances have been done here in southern California for the BIBAK
organizations. Two such workshops are being planned for BIBAK Pacific Northwest and
BIBAK San Diego this coming May and June. While the KaNA Board is still finalizing spe-

cific guidelines for the project, we are offering the workshops to our “kailians” out there,
anywhere in mainland U.S.A.. If interested to co-sponsor a workshop with KaNA, please
have your organization, i.e. BIBAK, send a request to KaNA and we will respond with
more detailed information. Basically, we would request assistance from the co-sponsoring
organization regarding the attendant costs as to accommodations for about two expert
youth resource persons and some relating to airfare or transportation. Please direct your
request email for information to:
kananetwork@sbcglobal.net
In another development, KaNA will schedule trainers’ workshops where adults and
youth members will be given advance trainings to be able to conduct workshops on our
music and dances in their respective areas. Course outlines for the trainors are being prepared. If anyone is interested to become a trainor and workshop resource person, please
contact the KaNA Board thru the email address shown above or call (323) 665-9771 or
send a note to KaNA Board, 3335 Appleton St., Los Angeles, CA 90039.
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